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Cathleen Allyn
Conway
Cathleen Allyn Conway is a poet and PhD student at Goldsmiths,
University of London, where she is examining intersections of Sylvia
Plath, the vampire and the Gothic in experimental poetics. She has
published on Plath in the Guardian and elsewhere, as well as
forthcoming academic articles on Dracula, vampirism and race, and
toxicity. She teaches creative writing and is the author of poetry
pamphlets American Ingénue (Broken Sleep Books, 2021), All the Twists
of the Tongue (Grey Book Press, 2018), and Static Cling (Dancing Girl
Press, 2012). Originally from Chicago, she lives in London.

Office de Minuit aux Fêtes (VI)
The journey through the maze was a walk of years and evenings
across living bridges, trembling water. They do not remember
the demon at the iron gate, the smoky pain, the sky rape.
White canaries redeemed the marshes, pockets of snow and gold,
the twilight-ash odour almost visible. Lines of holly and language
to swim in, the allure of disappointed riverbanks more than a sigh.
A crown of black bier fell like a straight, soft key:
a lesson on the dangers of the garden, a donation from the sea.
The lovers’ bruised future resumes here, giddy and delicious.

This is a bricolaged poems taken from the French translation of Anne Rice's The
Witching Hour using the google translate app to render the source text back into English,
and form part of a longer sequence.

Nathan
Anderson
Nathan Anderson is a writer from Mongarlowe, Australia. He is the
author of the poetry book Deconstruction of a Symptom (Alien Buddha
Press) and has had work appear in Otoliths, Gone Lawn and
elsewhere. You can find him at nathanandersonwriting.home.blog or
on Twitter @NJApoetry
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REPLUGGED—REPLUGGED—REPLUGGED—REPLUGGED
Take tape and reapply to extension #1
Remove excess overhead
Place hands within brief marriage #2
Repeat
on
Repeat
200 RPM
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Lorelei Bacht
Lorelei Bacht (she/they) is a European poet living in Asia. When she
is not carrying little children around or encouraging them to discover
the paintings of Edvard Munch, she can be found collecting bones
and failing scientific experiments. Her recent work can be found
and/or is forthcoming in OpenDoor Poetry, Litehouse, Visitant,
Quail Bell and The Wondrous Real. She is also on
Instagram: @lorelei.bacht.writer and @the.cheated.wife.writes

april + indochinese + peninsula
explosion of yellow petals

the sickly smoke

descends like a mythical beast
slow roll of pain
the light

something about

an orange tint

intentions

a low
too many

wiring stems along the road

the foliage unclean

there will be

no happening

until the storm of green

half imagined

half remembered from years past

at last

they say

in the purple rain

the pain will wash away
purple rain

steadily the sea
no need to keep the gate open

it won’t happen

he’s safe at home

with his wife and children.

so, what have we learned?
postmortem how many times

should I read it sketch it cry

over it? how many tears

how many lines in my journal?

he says my obsession with it

is aesthetically reprehensible.

aesthetically – that’s precisely

the difference between him and me

cool collected, he adjusts while I

combust. red coils white dust.

I do but I don’t understand

his color, wet sand

the texture abrasive.

blue grey light rain

traversing, unchained

unafraid of distances.

he doesn’t grow tendrils

or hooks or ropes or any of those things.

in silence he observes me

from underneath the surface of the sea.

I can see him. I can see you.

I don’t know what to do.

Michele Beck
Michéle Beck is a writing for wellness facilitator, poet & writer from
Doncaster, South Yorkshire. Her work has featured in Streetcake
Magazine, Ink, Sweat and Tears and Acumen
Her handle is @michelebeckpoet

Astrology
Once, when I was seven
I
stood
on
a
cooker
ring,
moments
after
it
had
been
turned
off
FIRE IS FAST MOVING AND TRANSFORMATIVE.
They say by age seven
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Now, since my first SATURN RETURN,
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cardiac rhythms,
ignited by a single
burn.
Then, my foot healed
as
clay
Of MOTHER EARTH.
I
grounded

in
it

firmly

I was thirty-four
when
I

discovered
ARIES RISING
was my chart ruler
until
then
I
had
thought
it
was
PISCES.
My mum had

my
S
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The god of war MARS knew.

A
L

wrong

but the

P

The streaks of bright
auburn which flashed
when I danced
and ran
and raged
knew
.

Love in Two Parts (i)
Twin Flame Love Spell
A dream, a longing, a lover aligned
A feeling, a belonging, a lasting bind.
Love in Two Parts (ii)
Rainstorm Love Spell
Between the rise and fall of my tiring lashes
Your top lip shadows like a rainstorm.

Aja Beech
Aja Beech is an author and organizer living in Philadelphia. Her
journalism, commentary, poetry, short stories, and other works can
be found internationally. A single mother of two, she has also worked
on campaigns for equity for people of all abilities, fair pay, justice,
and victims’ rights.
Her Twitter and Instagram Handles are: @ajabeech
Her website is:
authorajabeech.org

Atonement
To fully repent
it is not enough
to only sit praying or
for a moment to beg.
Fast for 3 days
then six days
for 12 hours at least
cry until you are sick
write messages and burn them
become weak and give in
submit to truth, let it burn you.
Tie a string into knots 9 times
touch the ends to each other in a
circle, be filled and release
listen to the leaves grow
surround the circle with salt and lavender
on top of sage and rose, set it all on fire
watch the smoke rise and speak.

Letting
where do I bleed from now?
from this mouth,
through teeth?
where do I bleed from now?
from your face,
these eyes?
where do I bleed from now?
is it this heart
or these hands?
the air stilled
trawl the waters
everything flows
and there is calm
where do I bleed from now?
Your unclenched jaw
tongue submitting
where do I bleed from now?
this mouth stilled
lips parted.
Where do I bleed from now?
your dragging feet
my open palms

Sanjay
Bheenuck
Find on Twitter @BheenuckSanjay.

The Lake
“I am an adherent of the radical anarchist idea which aims at destroying the current
system through terrorism” - Gavrilo Princip

IT WAS A DARK AND STORMY NIGHT, WE SAT BY THE CALCINED WALL;
And /
The weight of the world crushed the poet
data Structures count from zero,
its just the way they were designed,
he said there are no ideas but in things.
When we conceive of an idea we see only the tail end,
for instance the trail of causality in a cloud.
Christianity was a factor in the fall of Rome.
A thing is symmetrical if one can subject it to a certain operation and
it appears exactly the same afterwards. —Feynman
Earl scruggs was the greatest banjo player.
The vast majority are lost, detached, presenting only images.
Browning conceived of masks, pound followed.

What is real is not just a matter for theoreticians.
Moronic fecklessness and evil intent in high places.
One program may be piped into another as GREP | AWK
In the end, Kris Kelvin was always on Solaris.
Thomas Aquinas believed that if punishment is just, it is love.
In a deterministic world, actions are all feints.
Aeneas attempted to hug his father, and slipped the spirits embrace,
like a breeze between his hands, a dream on wings.
The area by the lake was fenced off due to blue green algae.
AND
The poet crushed the weight of the world.

Nora Blascsok
Nora Blascsok is a Hungarian poet based in Brighton. Her latest
poems can be found in Selcouth Station, Floresta Magazine and the
Broken Sleep Books anthology of immigrant poets, Crossing Lines.
Twitter handle: @NBlascsok

Amy Bobeda
Amy holds an MFA from the Jack Kerouac School of Disembodied
Poetics where she founded Wisdom Body Collective. Her work can
be read/is forthcoming from Humble Pie, Vol1 Brooklyn, Denver
Quarterly and elsewhere. @amybobeda on twitter

hvísla
on wind water’s teeth
hwistlōną
she is a snake in blood

so sing we

whistling
what does a whistle look like in verbs?
sheeeeeeeeeeeeeewaaaaaaaaaaa

heeeeeeeeeeeeeewaaaaaaaaaahhhh
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night spell
Forest leaves river man harvests tree
burr becomes whirligig.
The cure for anything: salt in water.
Cure for sleeping with white sage, nest burial stream of contemplation.
Los sueños complimentado.
Cure for bleeding, blood.

Women’s biggest husband is the moon.
–Jerome Lewis

The Sacred Way
In the woman time is a gossamer wing
a carriage for balloons
rising, falling, closed.
If I am the devil, you are the loon
half-masked in moonlit thunder.
The sorceress from Corinth mourns
ghosts demanding babies
of the sea in limon de sal.
Three pray under a tree at Eleusis
oranges stain air into a
plump trance
among rubble.
Where is she, Demeter?
watching the game at a cafe, down the road?

Nikki Dudley
Nikki is managing editor of streetcake magazine and also runs the
streetcake writing prize and MumWrite. She has a chapbook and
collection with KFS. She is the winner of the Virginia Prize 2020 and
her second novel, Volta will be published in 2021. Her website is:
nikkidudleywriter.com or you can find her on twitter:
@nikkidudley20

Ferocious Calm

Taken from the introduction of ‘Three Czech Poets’, Penguin Modern European
Poets (1971)

No Longer

Taken from Vitězslau Nezval’s poem, ‘Strangers’ Faces’.

This Poem

Emma Filtness
Dr Emma Filtness is a queer, disabled poet and lecturer in Creative
Writing at Brunel University London. She's currently particularly
interested in found and visual poetics. Find her on Twitter
@Em_Filtness and view her poetry project exploring nature and the
dark feminine on Instagram @cultofflora

Lynn Finger
Lynn Finger’s writings have appeared in 8Poems, Perhappened, Twin
Pies, Book of Matches, Drunk Monkeys and is forthcoming in
Wrongdoing Magazine. Lynn is an editor at Harpy Hybrid Review
and works with a group that mentors writers in prison. Follow Lynn
on Twitter @sweetfirefly2.”

I pull the lark wing free
as petalled ice fabric falls from its leaden feathers, like I was caught
motionless under the surface 46,000 years. The lark is finally unbound,
wings wet, distressed plumage an invocation in a flight that always sought
surface. (But what surface? Air on cheek & wing barely kiss this cohesive
force.) My fingers peel back the mud & matted sod, the distance you clasped
from me, a reminder I was tethered no matter where. I journeyed hollow
here, through sky & snow, & undo the heaviness of what holds this lark on
the earth. She sets eyes on a gaping bareness whose hemorrhage you cannot
see. (Herald the soundless loss of the wound she held with the smallest
words).

Alix Hearn
Alix Hearn is a writer and child psychotherapist. Her short story
Pangolin was longlisted for TSS Cambridge Prize 2020. Recent
poems have appeared in Anti-Heroin Chic and Eye Flash. Alix writes
about grief, ancestral trauma and the relationship with the other-thanhuman.
@lixxyh

How to clean a washing machine
I did not realise
that washing machines
also need cleaning.
You believing
dry friction
unwanted
would suffice
an act of simple attrition.
Then cleansing yourself
with icy precision.
Me praying
your damp fetid smell
would no longer linger
silently invoking
these words of contrition
un-domestic goddess
high priestess of mess
I was wrong.
At the river
Entering squatting with skirt afloat,
thighs rolling naked.
My hands in the red mud.
My earth meeting yours.
River tempers blood,
blood pools into memory.
Rinsing the debris in my hair
licking me alive again
you say to me it’s not your fault
it’s not your fault
it’s not your fault.

robin raven cuckoo crow
Hogweed-hag never forgets.
Her of hare, and nettle
and musky grass.
My bird-heart breathing yours,
like flowers caught in a press.
Hogweed-hag
sounding
sounding.
Your bruised skin,
not hemlock.
You found me,
you said.
robin raven cuckoo crow
not ready
no no
please
not yet

Red thread
As I’m lowered into the waters,
unused bloated sac
claws my sunken skin.
My body descends
circled by rushes.
A scarlet of shriek,
above.
Heads bowed in prayer,
their screaming fury
stitching alive
these feathered bones.

Sam Hickford
Rochdale exile Sam Hickford used to be a silent monk and has done
stints as a teacher, care-worker, Christian anarchist, and bus-stationloiterer. His first poetry collection, Poems Sketched Upon the M60,
was published this year by Littoral Press, after a slew of quasiversified ramblings in Amethyst Review, Ink Sweat & Tears and
Ancient Paths and faux-mystical prose waffle published in The
Guardian and The Tablet.

Yasser Al-Mullah paints East Yorkshire
The jewelled jebel
stirs secret Sufi dirges:
dry rivers of la ilaha, illa allahu,
until the desert’s body
burns, and its parched veins catarrh – spill into the shore line
where fish-and-chips mystics
gaze, and the salt-flat depressions
hang, until finally the waves
carry its humid channels,
heaving, scurrying to the grey-white
bay.

Antigone (mostly)
Creon
Girl, I needn’t speak with you. Much work
Awaits; real burials. Monuments of coloured stone
For colourful generals, who followed orders
Valiantly. Much work awaits; the real bones
Of real heroes, not the whores of false disorder
Who waltz into the greenery of undeclaring graves
Unmarked by our much-work-awaiting State
With its armies of real, patriotic Slaves;
Emblems of the real work we made
To restrain them. As we talk, here, much work awaits
Our kingdom; olives must be picked by brittle bones
Of young’uns. They will watch the tapered figs
As monuments to their unending undergrowth
& malnutrition. This is our system; trading ports
bustle, and commerce a-sails, on the foam
Of the heaving Ocean. Ever thus, we will embargo
Contemplation of its greater depths
(Or deaths); for in the midst of its Unknown
Is wisdom, a fickle whore. We beat away what’s left
Of this poisoned pharmakon. Here; I have shown you this
And handed you the gall, and made you wise,
You undeserving sket, transfixed with family ties.
Your brother’s dead. I cannot bring him life.
Forget the rituals. They merely brought men strife.
Antigone
i pity you; and relish being a point within the foam, or spray,
and do not dream or conceive of eternity, or wisdom. i have no
interest in history; or history-making; and what i have done
has no reference to you. it is true; blind leaders will leap up
from the annals, annihilating girls, who bore truth so
reluctantly. i pity you - and, believe me, i derive no comfort in
knowing you, too, will be washed away.

Claire HM
Claire HM (she/they) is a poet, fabulist and hag. She writes and reads
tarot as an act of self healing that is an invitation for others to create
the stories they need to access healing too. She has recently been
published in Black Flowers Literary Journal, Streetcake, Mooky
Chick and in Cape Magazine. 'How to Bring Him Back' her debut
novella (a story framed by a spell to let go of the past) will be
published by Fly on the Wall press in October 2021,
(IG and Twitter: @clairehmwriter)
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(xiv)
*
*
*
*
Hades throne * * * retreats * *
faces turn to Earth * * outwards
now spring back to time *
*
*
*
*
(xiii)
*
* * riches bloom wolf cup
clasping hands primate sparkle
ruby * sword
lizard
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
(xii)
**
*
discerns this bright flare
of becoming herself’s self
light all becomings
*

i dance into * her (iii)
sluice * * through with a
* g* *a l * *a x *y *
milk of * * * connection
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
(ii)
what’s unseen glimmers
faces turn from Earth, inwards
being to Being
*
*
*
*
*
*
*(i)
*
* *
*
season of mysteries *
midheaven moon ravening *
*
Hades throne rises *
*
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

* * **
* *
*
*
(xi)
*
galaxy girl feels
the mysteries she’ll live, ignite
in her milky bones
*

*

*
(x)
*
rewrite promises
forged in raw unconsciousness
now watch old words burn
*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
(ix)
*
let the flame contained
bound by duty to others
lick the self and spill
*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*

*

*
* *
*
* * (iv)
knees drop *
spin and birl
fingertips drag * an orbit
stir *
* * the positions
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
(v)
*
lizard sword ruby
*
sparkle primate hands clasping
wolf cup bloom riches *
*
*
*
*
*
(vi)
sacred fire cauldron
divine belly of lion
now wreak wild and whole

*
(vii)*
lunar maria
*
gesture torpid pool trans-form
*
flow to strange fantasy
*
*
*
*
*
(viii)
deep belly flame breath
*
crowns fist of love and muscle

mon cœur bat sans peur
*
*

Juleigh HowardHobson
Juleigh Howard-Hobson’s dark works can be found in in Dreams and
Nightmares, The Audient Void, The Literary Hatchet, The Haunted
Dollhouse, Polu Texni, Abridged Magazine, Illumen, Eternal
Haunted Summer, Mandragora (Scarlett Imprint), and other places.
A post-modern ex-pat drop-out, she currently lives besides a dark
forest in the USA, with her husband and a dog. The dog may or may
not be mortal.

Don’t Stiff Me Spell
You can do this spell remotely. Take one
fresh cinquefoil leaf, one fire-safe bowl, one piece
of paper, one green candle, one red ink
pen. Write the legal name of the person
who owes you money. Crush the cinque foil leaf
in your fingers, then force its pulp to sink
into the paper over the name you
wrote. Make it stain. Light the candle, and say
“Shame burns you, conscience pulls, until I’m paid
What I’m owed in full.”. Hold the paper to
to the candle flame, let it burn away
to fine black ash in the bowl. The spell’s made
when the ashes cool and you blow them toward
the debtor. Repayment won’t be ignored.
Note: cinquefoil is optimum, but basil can be substituted

Practical Advice Regarding Serendipitous Magickal Ingredients
There are times when you’ll be lucky enough
to come across something that you might
not ordinarily find, but can put
to use. For example, a splinter of
wood, dropped by a dog with blood in its bite
from being cut by that very same wood,
as it gnawed, obsessively, on it. This
can bring manic behavior, cause self-harm,
make someone feel trapped, someone feel hounded
when mixed with bitter aloes, squashed dead wasps,
a bent key, brick dust.
You can make a charm,
assemble a curse, send spells compounded
with anything that holds big energy-good or bad -- makes no difference. Trust me.

Aimée Keeble &
Karolina Lavergne
Aimée has her Master of Letters in Creative Writing from the University of
Glasgow and is represented by Ayla Zuraw-Friedland at the David Black
Agency. Aimée lives in North Carolina with her dog Cowboy and is
working on her first novel. She is the grand-niece of Beat writer and poet
Alexander Trocchi. Her available here:
https://neutralspaces.co/aimeekeeble/
Karolina Lavergne is a video artist, photographer, and writer based in Los
Angeles. She has an MFA in Graduate Fine Art from ArtCenter College of
Design, Pasadena, CA. Karolina’s work explores the domestic as a sphere
that is both a refuge and a trap, and in which desire is inseparable from
struggle. She uses gender as a lens through which to think through the
hidden, reproductive labor of caring for oneself and others, house work, and
the maternal. As a way of working, she sources her life as material, blurring
the line between fiction and autobiography, construction, persona,
exaggeration, truth, and lie. Her work has been shown throughout LA and
internationally, including Weils Museum, Scranch Hideout, and Other
Places Art Fair (OPAF), and she has a book published by Dis-Play titled
Blue LaceKarolina's work is available to view here:
https://www.karolinalavergne.com/

Grandma was very good at putting on rouge even if she used lipstick instead of blush but she always looked pretty and the other ladies told her so
and I would watch the burn of the sea from her window and say let me take
you to water let me shout salt in your hair Grandma remind me of tigers tell
me of the little you in India and she said no,the past is a ship long sunk and
instead: do you have a boyfriend do you go to the disco, you know a party with light
your hair fix it and when I took my friends to see her, I warned- you must
dance for her and we did- all three in an arrow and Grandma the shaft between us. I said in the elevator as we went to her room, your eyes are green
now, look how lovely, and she made a face in the mirror and sort of gently
snarled and said don’t get old and I followed how small she was to her
room and gave her the chocolate I had brought. What time is it, you’ll miss the
train. And her hands warm and female, still a felicity that age had not altered in the way her fingers moved, still polish on her nails the colors of a
baby girl. She fell in the morning, sometime, and we met her at the hospital
and I had to leave the room when they put an IV in her arm and was
astounded at my failing, her happy face gazing at me as they pierced her.
And later, she told us to leave her alone and kept her eyes shut and I felt so
staunch so proud forcing her to eat yogurt willing her alive. And in the
hours strongest with magic with nighttime weirdos and angels, Grandma
moved on. Weeks afterward, we stood in the grass as the urn swooped like a
steel wing and what remained sang through into the new daffodils, the ones
that had just begun to push their yellow snouts up into the air to face the sky
and to be.

Chris Kerr
Chris Kerr lives in Brighton. His debut collection, Nam Gal Sips
Clark, will be published by Hesterglock Press in 2021. His first
pamphlet, Citidyll, was published by Broken Sleep Books. He is the
co-author of ./code --poetry with Daniel Holden.
Website: chriskerrpoet.com
Twitter handle: @c_c_kerr

gAl SiPS ClArK
Hogshead of lifeblood tubed from bacon of neck. Surinam. Gal sips
Clark’s capillaries, scabs his conjunctivitis, crams omnivorously to fecal colonic urge. Jazznik gavaged by Asema. Basses vibrate with skronky reverb (
https://sr.usembassy.gov/slide/the-stamps-jazz-quintet-perform-at-international-jazz-day-in-paramaribo/ ) Jazz realpolitik: unbloody hegemony.
Witchcraft. Ruby rheum updried. Hag’s ecdysis: skin snaked & disburdened in a stein. Xebecs balanced prow and shipmen, smuggling a European kingdom with TB: bloody Holland to South America. Enchantment.
Psilocybin slurped. Witchfinders cast away gore: host spirit’s septic caul.
Witchgrass, thistle, soapberries, tubipores, floating fern & the frrA
gene (bacteroides fragilis) synthesise, palliating the soucouyant’s inpoured
pus. Vampiric bacmids leave bubkes. McFarland*, W. (2011). Looking for sex
workers in Suriname: evidence-based size estimation results. Radio Tarang 98.9
FM. MDMA (C11H15NO2). Revelry deeply interfused with coldblooded disgust. A hobhouchin morphs on Mt Julianatop. Bloodstreams gurgle. Acned
piranha flirt, circumcising calves, bats & hogs.
*Cf. McFarland, California cf. californium (Cf).

Helium-7
After Nick Montfort’s ‘The Two’

As Page 3 of The Sun persists
He reacts to Zr
And watches the mercury rise.
While the Mars Bar’s deep-fried
Xe catalyses Er
Then hoovers up the silverfish.
As Mooncups are eco-friendly
She separates from U
And counts the coppers.
While they’re in Jupiter,
Florida Al hydrates Al
But forgets to feed the goldfish.
As the Sega Saturn’s broken
Xe lubricates Zr
Then takes the lead.
While they’re out of Venus razors
She degrades Er
And buys tinned tomatoes.
Freddie Mercury’s dead
He displaces U
Then does the ironing.

CHORNOBYL
Bu-Ba-Bu

Fool’s Gold

Morning Star

Rose Knapp
Rose Knapp (she/they) is a poet and electronic producer. She has
publications in Lotus-Eater, Bombay Gin, BlazeVOX, Hotel
Amerika, Fence Books, Obsidian, Gargoyle, and others. She has
poetry collections published with Hesterglock Press and Dostoyevsky
Wannabe. She lives in Minneapolis. Find her at roseknapp.net and on
Twitter @Rose_Siyaniye

Eschatological Logic
Estrogen ecstasy eschaton eschatological
Burning visions of the end of this world
Extirpation excision excelsior extinction deo

Gamma Rays
Gamma rays raze planets into wastelands
Reaping the iridium molten cores
Devouring the gravitational pull of matter

Climbing Climate
We are approaching a point of no
Return, we may make life itself
Unlivable on our only planet with life

Pluralist Galaxies
Living breathing kundalini pluralist galaxies
As real and as alive as our post-humanist
Selves delving into our shelves like elves

Techno Dreams on Planes
Quests to save the increasingly
Distorted Dystopian decadent
Planet from plutocratic passivity

Rachel Lloyd
Rachel is an M.A. in Creative Writing Student at Edge Hill
University in Liverpool. She is a reiki master, tarot reader and
astrologer. She loves reading and writing about divination practices,
occultism and all things esoteric.
Her Twitter handle is @raescribes
Her tarot page is at @eleven_tarot on Instagram

E.S.P

Cold spots
in warm rooms

Inside a barren house

weighted with time

is acknowledgement

restlessness wakes

radiators gargle spit

I’m not alone

clucks Marr clacks

and I listen...

cavity’s hold cadence

fewer people

insulated lungs lumber

create more noise

Here not I

Irksome contemporary isles
cattle weave their rations
bloated symptomatic dense-metal
a balloon on stilts.
Forgetfulness forgave the opened window
my nape a crane in backwards
retract
returning a celestial clock
taraxacum fuzz.
Unfastened from traditional ties
strewn among traffics vexation
corneas lined with stings of bee’s

jet-velvet harness called

home.

Louise Mather
Louise Mather is a poet from Northern England. You can find her on
Twitter @lm2020uk and her work is published or forthcoming in
magazines such as Fly on the Wall Press, Streetcake Magazine, The
Cabinet of Heed, Versification, Crow & Cross Keys and Dust Poetry
Magazine. She is currently writing about rituals and endometriosis
and putting together a cat-themed anthology.

Portals

The Equation of Sunrise

Alisha J Prince
Alisha J Prince has two books on Amazon: Gristle to the Mill and
Digital Scum. She is also the voice of Sin and Eve in a recording of
Paradise Lost which you can find on YouTube or on her website,
here: ALI.ME.UK

An Angel Takes One Last Look at McDonalds Before Leaving Earth.

Lydia Roy
Lydia Roy is a writer from Glasgow, currently brooding over Kathy
Acker and food-stuffs. Her work has been published in Glasgow to
Saturn. She can be found on twitter @LydiaJRoy.

chemical reaction
combination
a coming together of disparate parts
a moulding round each other’s corners
a growing accustomed/
acclimatized to every bubble/
shift: I into ah, and ahh, and we,
and back to I but bigger
decomposition
pick off unstick peel away skin
after a bad sunburn, eurgh eyuck,
this thing that was once me and now is not
shed. wrench myself out
of your mouth.
single displacement
me, alone:
I read, I check the news.
I remain alert and eat through apps
take three-mile walks outside.
double displacement
you, alone:
you read, you check the news.
you write long articles or sleep till two
and wear hats in the summer months.
combustion
cut me some slack, I failed the higher!
blue is hotter than orange red and yellow.
if you wave your hand across the flame
fast enough it doesn’t burn but you

look like a legend.
hydrogen burns with a squeaky pop,
magnesium a light that hurts
redox
you sucked me up like lint,
we fucked and ended I
react. react.
reduced.

Exhibition Catalogue
goldtails in the polished room, limp spiraled lovely
brushing hair, the fat on cheekbones,
sweep, curl, flutter, shake
THE INSTALLATION WILL BE EXHIBITED
FROM THE SEVENTH OF OCTOBER TWO THOUSAND AND [BLANK]
AND WILL RUN UNTIL MARCH ELEVENTH OF THE FOLLOWING
YEAR. ENTRY TO THE GALLERY IS INCLUDED IN THE PRICE OF THE
kebab-meat strands dripping,
dried leaves and potpourri,
a sewing needle strung with
the smell of
CAREFULLY MAINTAINED LIGHTING AND CLIMATE CONTROLS
ENSURE THAT THE ARTWORK IS PROTECTED AGAINST
our death garlands dried
in tissue-lined boxes
[BLANK] WELCOME INTERACTION WITH THE INSTALLATION,
THOUGH YOUNG CHILDREN SHOULD BE SUPERVISED
BY A RESPONSIBLE ADULT
sucked of their timerot
AND INSPIRED BY THE FUNERARY RITES OF [INSERT HERE] THE [INSERT].
THE WORK CONTAINS OVER THREE HUNDRED AND [BLANK]
THOUSAND INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS, RANGING FROM
roundish bulbs,
fuzz, popcorn pieces
THE INTEGRATION OF LIFE AND DEATH, AND THE PRESEVATION
some of the sweetness unlost,
the itch to touch, the urge to run,
to grab fistfuls and throw
A PHYSICAL JOURNEY
to tug, to
let them gather
PHOTOGRAPHY IS ENCOURAGED

Hayot’s Blood Clot
The plaster has lost its stick—so pull the corner back
from where the skin breaks.
A crack with two flaked edges,
flecked and straining round with red.
plaster stick and corner back
and skin break crack with flaked
and flecked and
straining round with red
stick and back and
skin and crack
and flaked and flecked and
round with red
stick back,
skin crack
flake flecked
round red
stick
crack
flake
stcrck
flked
sck
fed

Aepril Schaile
Aepril Schaile is an American witch living in Ireland. She dwells
there in the forest with her beloved fae dog, Gwyddion. Aepril is a
belly dancer and performance artist who has toured the US and
Europe teaching and performing. She has been published
in Mistress magazine, and has performed her poetry in conjunction
with dance at various events including The Irish Network for the
Study of Esotericism and Paganism (INSEP)'s Magic(k) & Festivals
Conference at UCC, Soul Noir at The Chocolate Factory in Dublin,
and ABRAXAS Dance Theatre's Rara Avis in Boston, MA

I, who have dwelled under the earth
I, who have dwelled under the earth
Pass through this membrane of dirt
Each green blade my swaying subject
I am made of stars and soil and time.
Born of fire and midnight
Reincarnated over many Moons
I am the forest herself; a dark mother
I give wild creatures life
and they come to me to die
I am the balance of féileacán and foxglove;
of red-furred wolf and black-backed magpie
I am the soul of creatures that creep
A wind flies through the weeping leaves
summoning my wings to open
A thundering cloud of ravens
An unkindness within my cage of bones
set free, with a booming clap in the stars
They lay bare the mouth of hell as they scatter
Generations ringing in my ears
They who have gone into this earth before me
Buried under the old-stones of my memory
Their bones make this soil
I am fae; a foreigner
Yet my blood is of this land
I belong nowhere
Yet I hail from of all who have witch-walked here
Lupine-eyed; the last of her kind
Won't you come up now, Spirits
You, with your barbarous names
in my books of recollection
Bone-written in blood
Made pink-tongued with tears
Won't you come forth as smoke
Won't you rise like black horses
Won't you stand behind me as an army

Maggs Vibo
Maggs Vibo is a visual poet from Richmond, VA. She experiments
with glitch films and folklore imagery in the fringes of the art world.
In 2020, her cinepoems debuted with Army at the Arts Fringe
Festival and her visual art showed at the Poem Atlas exhibition
‘Escapisms.’ She has a forthcoming visual piece in Steel Incisors and
art in Winnow Magazine. Her latest poetry is available in the
anthologies Fevers of the Mind Press Presents the Poets of 2020
(January, 2021), ‘My teeth don’t chew on shrapnel’: an anthology of
poetry by military veterans (Oxford Brookes, 2020), and O-DarkThirty, 5.3 (Spring, 2017). She tweets @maggsvibo and her website is
poemythology.com.

Breech

Received
Take that part of your soul
where stories live
and hammer a home
on the page.
The myths
Folklore. Tales
of ancient wars
and the horrors
of how
we survived
stayed alive
Take the stamps,
trains, coins, and
butterflies
comic books, anime
board games
paper dolls and all
of it

and faded

Study the pieces
as the snow tingles
a bit
and place
your recollections
the memories
melting
under a microscope
each flake and molecule
of you
examined

Poetry Cauldron

Anthony Watts
Anthony Watts has been writing ‘seriously’ for about 40 years. He
has won 26 First Prizes in poetry competitions and was longlisted for
the National Poetry Competition 2014. His poems have appeared in
many magazines and anthologies, including A New Ulster, Acumen,
Aesthetica Annual, Bananas, Cyphers, Envoi, Erbacce, Frogmore
Papers, Ginosko Literary Journal, Impspired, Iron, Magma, Orbis,
Poetry Salzburg Review, The Rialto and Riggwelter. His fifth
collection, ‘Stiles’, is published by Paekakariki Press. His home is in
rural Somerset and his main interests are poetry, music, walking and
binge thinking – activities which he finds can be happily combined.

Hymn to Dalmahra
In raiment of beech leaves and bryony, cowslip-shod,
She comes – our mother, our sister – by meadow and wood;
With the light in her eyes she kindles the lamp in the leaf
And the golden flames of the grasses
Flicker and flare as she passes.
Clouds of bright butterflies burst from the lips of her laughter;
The echoing valleys she seeds with a song
And the birds follow after –
Blackbird and nightingale, mistlethrush, robin and wren;
Wasteland and wilderness, places neglected of men,
She favours with flowers – trefoil, tendril and spray –
Un-numbered the blossoms, the blooms, she lets fall
From her fragrant bouquet.
She hallows the watery places: midden and quag
She candles with asphodel, loosestrife, lily and flag;
The hithering, thithering bees are her brothers-in-love,
For she suckles with honey the harebell, the heath
And the velvet foxglove.
She moulds with her cloud-white hands the hills and the hollows;
With dew-light she dapples the dawn;
She dresses the water with willows,
Embroiders the shadowy places, dingle and dell,
With violet, anemone, stitchwort and cool moschatel
To make for the elves a home in her Queendom of Leaves:
Let there be laughter and joy in the wake
Of the dances she weaves.

[First published in The Forward Press Regional Anthology, 2007]
Note: Hymn to Dalmahra is taken from an unpublished children’s novella, which I wrote
in a somewhat Tolkeinesque style. Dalmahra is, therefore, a fictional nature goddess,
who is worshipped by the elves. In the book, the ‘hymn’ is performed by an elvish
minstrel.

The Stubble Field
Stripped field, whose silence is the talk of rooks,
Where no child comes
Along the dawdling hedgerow,
Swinging a basket for blackberries or cornflowers
And the abandoned nests lie safe
In the arms of the unclimbed trees –
Only I, in stubble-crunching boots
And wonder, come at evening to this ghostForsaken plot to look for Elecampane –
A monarch's crown abandoned on a thorn.
Men and their gods have been routed by the Machine:
They are gone with the poppies and corn marigolds,
The family of roe deer I disturbed
Midfield, gleaning the spillage of grain,
That gave me one long look, then turned
And loped away,
Vanishing into the hedge like ghosts through a wall.
An alien invasion –
The Machine comes, cuts and bales
The corn and stacks it like a block of flats.
The sun bleeds on its bed of golden nails.
[From The Shell-Gatherer by Anthony Watts (Oversteps Books 2011]

Ritual
Two places set;
One candle lit;
Two lives held briefly in a single light.
Two faces lit;
One candle set
Against the creeping phantoms of the night.
And time will tell
(While margins fill
With annotations in an unknown hand)
How much that’s well
May pass, how much that’s ill,
Before the last wick sputters to its end.

Kieran Wyatt
Kieran Wyatt lives on the Fylde Coast. He is co-chair of GenSex
(@GenSexResearch), an interdisciplinary research group, asking
probing questions about gender and sexuality. His work has featured
in several publications, including Eunoia Review, The Art of
Everyone, Small Leaf Press, and the Minison Project. He graduated
from Edge Hill University in 2018 with honours in Creative Writing.

Arthur’s Seat
a volcano in Edinburgh
dead now
boarded up
closed for business
a hill
a hill
People bathed their faces
to clean the cometss from
their cheeks
but others came to
Arthur’s Seat
taking fiery dips
magma, a scouring brush

Granny’s Bay
displaced and confused
the whale
leviathan
sits itself on the beach
almost accidentally
people gather to see it
stories now hover above it
light and airy

Pelican
takes practise
test flight
beady eyed pelican sews
branches in a burning tree
broken cartilage
crash landing
wings cleanly knit
invisible indivisible flight
takes practise
to crack
my nails to shards
and sinew stars
blood shoots
sockets
countermelody to colour
shrunk hazelnut to start
(From the unpublished collection Pelican)

